Bevel Gearboxes Modeling and Simulation in CAD
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Abstract— Designing and developed of aeronautic bevel gearboxes is a complex and time-consuming method. This is due to the high class necessities to the aviation industry products and the compound kinematic of the machining process. So far, in practice, this procedure has essential a series of study and prototypes testing. The improvement, has been made in the field of Computer Aided Design environment, allows growing use in design method and carries out the required research in the CAD environment. This approach simplifies and accelerates the aeronautic bevel gearboxes design development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The principle of CAD environment in bevel gearboxes design method enables to bring out a preliminary learning in order to confirm them both in terms of manufacturing technology along with accuracy of bevel gearbox cooperation. The analysis in the CAD environment agrees to to find out the temporary and review tooth bearing as well as obtain movement graphs. Provisional and synopsis tooth bearings were obtained by performing geometric investigation of gearbox cooperation. In categorize to acquire provisional bearing; there were assembled tangentially cooperating gears surfaces. In after that step, to acquire bearing, solid of pinion was moved into gear solid by a space resulting from the resilient strain of cooperating gears. As a effect of Boolean meeting point operation obtained temporary bearing.

Fig. 1: Bevel gearbox solid model construction

Fig. 2: Synopsis bearing on the gear tooth flank

Generating a contact path and line of action requires the purpose of geometric center points of provisional bearings. Purpose of center points of bearings obtained on the bevel gearboxes gears surfaces is troublesome because the geometric difficulty of the surfaces. The extra element is bonded with the inner flank of the gear tooth and the outer flank of the pinion tooth surface with the tangency constraint. Flank surfaces of the teeth and surface of the intermediary component, connected in this way, have only one general point.

Fig. 3: Synopsis bearing on the gear tooth flank

Fig. 4: Examination of the bevel gearbox collaboration with the intermediate element

Gathering of assembly gearbox, connected in the method described above, maintains mobility. Generating on its foundation the contact line on the teeth surfaces and the line of action is based on recording the path of the provisional bearing center point in the appropriate coordinate system.
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